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This is the last thing I am going to tell you about this father for today. If you want to hear more, you will have to

Verb - Base Form back in another Length of time such as week month or year . You might like to Verb - 

Base Form more about the Family member or Family member plural ! They are very Adjective

people.

But for now, I will just tell you this: the boys' dad had a verrrrry Adjective father himself--the boys'

Family member . Dad told the boys great stories about their Same family member . One famous story was

about the time Grampa had tamed a Animal . Naturally, everyone thought this was Adjective , but

Dad insisted it was Adjective . Then there were the stories of his inventions! Everyone knew, of course,

that Grampa had invented the sport object . But that he invented houses? Now that was hard to

believe! But the most Adjective story of all was about the neighbor whose house was Adjective .

Many years ago a person had Verb - Past Tense there, and a Noun had haunted the object

ever since. The boys were not sure this story was Adjective , but they stayed away from the house. Until

one day... when they were feeling very Adjective and decided to Verb - Base Form into the house.

In the yard, they thought they saw many Adjective animals, like Animal (plural) and

Animal (plural)



and Animal (plural) . Inside the house, there was a tall dusty object that always read time 

of day and never any other time. The boys thought they saw plural object in every corner and

plural object on every wall. As they were making their way through the house in the pitch, pitch dark, they

thought they heard a Adjective noise above them. They thought they smelled the Adjective smell

of death. Just as they were about to run out of the house Verb - Present ends in ING , they saw a

Adjective figure at the top of the stairs. Adverb , it descended upon them, reached its long,

shadowy Part of Body out, and... flicked on the light switch. There before them stood a lady in curlers and

a article of clothing and she hollered, "You Animal (plural) get out of my Noun or I'll call the

profession !" This, the boys decided, was every bit as scary as a ghost, and they ran off as fast as

Animal (plural) . Now THEY would have a story to tell their dad in return... but maybe they would wait a

few years.
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